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[A] Fiscal Year 2018

1. U.S. Nuclear Weapons in Europe GAO-18-86C: Published: February 6, 2018
2. Dual Capable Aircraft: DOD Needs to Develop a Reliable Schedule and Address Risk for Nuclear Certification of the F-35A GAO-18-82C: Published: January 31, 2018
3. Homeland Defense: Urgent Need for DOD and FAA to Address Risks and Improve Planning for Technology that Tracks Military Aircraft GAO-18-176C: Published: January 18, 2018
4. DHS Financial Management: Key Factors, Metrics, and Processes Used to Identify Best Alternative for the TRIO System Modernization Project GAO-18-251RSU: Published: December 15, 2017
7. Defense Microelectronics: Efforts Ongoing to Increase Trusted Sources, but a National Strategy is Needed to Strengthen the Industrial Base GAO-18-43SU: Published: October 26, 2017
8. Transportation Security Administration: Surface Transportation Inspector Activities Should Align More Closely With Identified Risks GAO-18-17SU: Published: October 16, 2017
10. Physical Security: NIST and Commerce Need to Complete Efforts to Address Persistent Program Challenges GAO-18-14SU: Published: October 4, 2017

[B] Fiscal Year 2017

5. Defense Nuclear Enterprise: Processes to Monitor Progress on Implementing Recommendations and Managing Risks Could Be Improved GAO-17-565C: Published: August 17, 2017
6. Information Security: Control Deficiencies Continue to Limit IRS's Effectiveness in Protecting Sensitive Financial and Taxpayer Data GAO-17-394SU: Published: July 26, 2017
8. International Mail: Changes and Alternatives to Terminal Dues System Benefit USPS and Some Stakeholders GAO-17-571SU: Published: August 3, 2017
9. Information Security: OPM Has Improved Controls, but Further Efforts Are Needed GAO-17-459SU: Published: August 3, 2017


14. Embassy Evacuations: State Should Take Steps To Improve Emergency Preparedness GAO-17-560SU: Published: June 28, 2017

15. Offshore Petroleum Discharge System: The Navy Has Not Mitigated Risk Associated with System Limitations GAO-17-531C: Published: June 22, 2017

16. Military Readiness: Coastal Riverine Force Challenges GAO-17-462C: Published: June 13, 2017

17. Army Readiness: Progress Made Implementing New Concept, but Actions Needed to Improve Results GAO-17-458SU: Published: June 8, 2017

18. Refugees: Actions Needed by State Department and DHS to Further Strengthen Applicant Screening Process and Assess Fraud Risks GAO-17-444SU: Published: June 7, 2017

19. Refugees: State and Its Partners Have Implemented Several Antifraud Measures but Could Further Reduce the Risk of Staff Fraud GAO-17-446SU: Published: June 7, 2017


24. Management Report: Areas for Improvement in the Federal Reserve Banks’ Information Systems Controls GAO-17-466RSU: Published: May 18, 2017

25. Observations on DOD’s Use of Paid Administrative Leave for Civilian Employees GAO-17-547SU: Published: May 16, 2017

26. DOD Critical Technologies: Additional Actions Needed to Ensure Consistent Protection of Weapon Systems GAO-17-292SU: Published: May 9, 2017

27. (U) Iraq: Status of DOD Efforts to Train and Equip Iraq's Security Forces GAO-17-32C: Published: April 7, 2017


29. Russia: U.S. Government Takes a Country-Specific Approach to Addressing Disinformation Overseas GAO-17-382C: Published: May 2, 2017

30. Customs and Border Protection: Improved Planning Efforts Needed to Strengthen Trade Enforcement GAO-17-439SU: Published: April 27, 2017

31. Countering ISIS and Its Effects: Key Oversight Issues GAO-17-354SPC: Published: April 20, 2017


33. International Air Travelers: CBP Collaborates with Stakeholders to Facilitate the Arrivals Process, but Could Strengthen Reporting of Airport Wait Times GAO-17-252SU: Published: Feb 15, 2017
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34. Ford-Class Aircraft Carrier: Follow-On Ships Need More Frequent and Accurate Cost Estimates to Avoid Pitfalls of Lead Ship GAO-17-190SU: Published: Mar 1, 2017


36. NATO Enlargement: President's Report on Montenegro Addresses Senate Resolution Requirements but Includes Limited Detail on Costs to NATO and the United States GAO-17-406RSU: Published: Feb 2, 2017

37. Nuclear Command, Control, and Communications: Update on Air Force Oversight Efforts and Selected Programs GAO-17-175RC: Published: Jan 27, 2017


40. Identity Theft and Tax Fraud: IRS Needs to Improve its Ability to Locate Fraudsters and Monitor Identity Theft Controls GAO-17-46SU: Published: November 15, 2016

41. Combating Terrorism: Additional Steps Needed in U.S. Efforts to Counter ISIS Messaging GAO-17-41C: Published: December 8, 2016

42. Combating Terrorism: U.S. Footprint Poses Challenges for the Advise and Assist Mission in Iraq GAO-17-220C: Published: November 22, 2016

43. Navy Shipbuilding: Need to Document Rationale for the Use of Fixed-Price Incentive Contracts and Study Effectiveness of Added Incentives GAO-17-219SU: Published: November 9, 2016

44. Federal Courthouses: Actions Needed to Enhance Capital Security Program and Address Collaboration Issues GAO-17-6SU: Published: October 18, 2016

[C] Fiscal Year 2016


2. Iraq: State and DOD Need to Improve Documentation and Record Keeping for Vetting of Iraq's Security Forces GAO-16-658C: Published: September 30, 2016
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15. Military Readiness: DOD's Readiness Rebuilding Efforts May Be at Risk without a Comprehensive Plan GAO-16-534C: Published: June 30, 2016


18. Distributed Common Ground System: Army is Applying Lessons Learned to Next Program Increment, but Needs to Conduct a Technology Assessment GAO-16-558SU: Published: June 16, 2016


23. Nuclear Command, Control, and Communications: DOD Has Taken Steps to Address Sustainment and Maintenance Challenges for Critical Satellite Systems but Could Better Identify Risks and Mitigation Actions GAO-16-372C: Published: May 18, 2016


27. Nuclear Weapons: DOD Assessed the Need for Each Leg of the Strategic Triad and Considered Other Reductions to Nuclear Forces GAO-16-372C: Published: May 18, 2016


32. Syria: DOD has Organized Forces to Execute the Syria Train and Equip Program but Faces Challenges in Fully Developing Personnel Requirements GAO-16-292C: Published: April 1, 2016

33. Syria: Results of U.S. Efforts to Vet Recruits to Form a New Syrian Force to Counter ISIS GAO-16-277C: Published: March 31, 2016

-5-


42. Southeast Asia: Trends in U.S. and Chinese Economic Engagement in Indonesia and Vietnam GAO-16-63SU: Published: October 29, 2015

[D] Fiscal Year 2015


10. Arctic Planning: DOD Expects to Play a Supporting Role to Other Federal Agencies and Has Efforts Under Way to Address Capability Needs and Update Plans GAO-15-615C: Published: June 19, 2015
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16. Iran Sanctions: Executive Branch Has Established Processes to Address Exceptions and Remittances Related to Purchases of Iranian Crude Oil GAO-15-622C: Published: June 17, 2015

17. Combating Terrorism: Steps Taken to Mitigate Threats to Locally Hired Staff, but State Department Could Improve Reporting on Terrorist Threats GAO-15-458SU: Published: June 17, 2015


26. Confidential Informants: Updates to Policy and Additional Guidance Would Improve Oversight by DOJ and DHS Agencies GAO-15-242SU: Published: March 5, 2015

27. Interagency Coordination: DoD and State Need to Clarify DoD roles and Responsibilities to Protect U.S. Personnel and Facilities Overseas in High-Threat Areas GAO-15-219C: Published: March 4, 2015


34. Triton Unmanned Aircraft System: Assessment of the Navy's Acquisition Strategy and Program Progress GAO-15-99SU: Published: December 12, 2014
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